
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

 

Alternative and Complex Products Panel Outline 
 

Terminology: “alternative,” “complex” and “non-traditional” products 
 

o General concepts: Definitions are problematic.  Most attempts to define rely on subjective criteria 
and a self-referential.  Generally speaking, these terms refer to products which involve heightened 
concerns about compliance and supervision, especially with respect to suitability. 
 
 Alternative: Norm Champ Speech, June 2014: “While there is no clear definition of 

“alternative” in the mutual fund space, an alternative mutual fund is generally understood to 
be a fund whose primary investment strategy falls into one or more of the three following 
buckets: (1) non-traditional asset classes…, (2) non-traditional strategies …, and/or (3) 
illiquid assets …  These investment strategies generally seek to produce positive risk-
adjusted returns (or alphas) that are not closely correlated to traditional investments or 
benchmarks… differ from those of traditional mutual funds that historically have pursued 
long-only strategies in traditional asset classes.”  
http://www.sec.gov/News/Speech/Detail/Speech/1370542253660#.VFt-lcna-So.  
 Specific products include: funds that invest in currencies, long/short equity positions, private debt 

and other illiquid assets 
 Speech was given in the context of Investment Company Act obligations of the fund, rather than 

obligations BD or RIAs. 
 

 Complex: FINRA Regulatory Notice 12-03: “Any product with multiple features that affect its 
investment returns differently under various scenarios is potentially complex… it would be 
unreasonable to expect an average retail investor to discern the existence of these features 
and to understand the basic manner in which these features interact to produce an 
investment return.”   
 See also October 29, 2014 speech by Susan Axelrod.  

http://www.finra.org/Newsroom/Speeches/Axelrod/P601434 
 

 FINRA also states that “simple” products may require “enhanced compliance and supervisory 
procedures.” 

 Specific products include:  
o asset backed securities,  
o products with a derivative component (structured notes based on an interest rate swap),  
o reverse convertible notes,  
o Investments tied to markets that are not well understood by investors (VIXX) 



       

o products using leverage to generate returns that are “significantly different” from 
expectations 

o hedge funds 
 

 Non-Traditional: FINRA Regulatory Notice 09-31 - Discusses “non-traditional ETFs,” 
provides no general definition of the term.   
 Specific products include: Leveraged and inverse ETFs 

 
 Private Offerings: FINRA Notice 10-22 – While not necessarily “complex” or “alternative,” 

Regulation D offerings involve the same heightened issues of reasonable basis and 
customer specific suitability 
 

 FINRA 2014 annual Regulatory and Examination Priorities Letter focuses on products with 
heightened suitability issues.  Uses the terms “complex” without definition.  
http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@guide/documents/industry/p419710.p
df   
 The following products were listed as raising concerns about suitability, although not all 

were specifically described as “complex”: 
o Complex structured products: leveraged ETFs 
o Private REITs (“valuation of non-traded REITs is complex” 
o Frontier (emerging market) funds 
o Interest rate sensitive securities (long duration bond funds or ETFs, MBSs, emerging 

market debt, munis) 
 

Pre-Sale Obligations: Reasonable Basis Suitability  
 

o “Reasonable Basis” suitability / product diligence (FINRA Rule 2111(a)) 
 
 Firms and APs must (i) perform reasonable due diligence to understand “potential risks and 

rewards associated with the security or strategy” and (ii) determine whether a 
recommendation is suitable for at least some investors based on that understanding. 

 
 Understand how product is intended to perform to achieve objectives and effects of 

volatility, leverage and duration.  (FINRA Notice 09-31) 
 

 Specific questions to be considered in diligence of “complex products.” (FINRA Notice 12-
03) 

 For whom is this product intended? Is the product proposed for limited or general retail 
distribution, and, if limited, how will it be controlled? 

 Conversely, to whom should this product not be offered? 
 What is the product’s investment objective and is that investment objective reasonable in 

relation to the product’s characteristics? How does the product add to or improve the firm’s 
current offerings? Can less complex products achieve the objectives of the product? 

 What assumptions underlie the product, and how sound are they? How is the product expected 
to perform in a wide variety of market or economic scenarios? What market or performance 
factors determine the investor’s return? Under what scenarios would principal protection, 
enhanced yield, or other presumed benefits not occur? 

 What are the risks for investors? If the product was designed mainly to generate yield, does the 
yield justify the risks to principal? 

 How will the firm and registered representatives be compensated for offering the product? Will 
the offering of the product create any conflicts of interest between the 

 customer and any part of the firm or its affiliates? If so, how will those conflicts be addressed? 



       

 Does the product present any novel legal, tax, market, investment or credit risks? 
 Does the product’s complexity impair understanding and transparency of the product? 
 How does this complexity affect suitability considerations or the training requirements 

associated with the product? 
 How liquid is the product? Is there an active secondary market for the product? 

 
 Documentation of compliance with suitability requirements hinges on whether a “complex” 

security or strategy is involved (FINRA Notice 12-25, Q12). 
 

o Supervision / Training of Associated Persons 
 Reasonable basis diligence requires both firm and APs to understand the product and 

determine whether a recommendation is suitable for at least some investors.  Thus in 
addition to centralized review and approval of products, APs must be supervised and 
trained with respect to all products.  (FINRA Notice 11-25, Q11). 
 

Point of Sale Obligations: Customer Suitability 
 

o Documentation / Customer Investment Profile 
 Firm and APs must use reasonable efforts to obtain information for a customer profile (Rule 

2111(a)): 
 age; 
 other investments; 
 financial situation and needs, which might include questions about annual income and liquid 

net worth; 
 tax status, such as marginal tax rate; 
 investment objectives, which might include generating income, funding retirement, buying a 

home, preserving wealth or market speculation; 
 investment experience; 
 investment time horizon, such as the expected time available to achieve a particular financial 

goal; 
 liquidity needs, which is the customer’s need to convert investments to cash without incurring 

significant loss in value; and 
 risk tolerance, which is a customer’s willingness to risk losing some or all of the original 

investment in exchange for greater potential returns. 
 

o Qualitative Suitability: Investment Objectives / Liquidity Needs / Time Horizon / Risk 
 

o Quantitative Suitability:  
 

o Documentation: the requirement to document customer suitability analysis is generally “risk 
based.” Exceptions: 
 Firms must document the reasonable basis for concluding that information specified as required in a 

customer’s investment profile is not relevant. (FAQ FINRA Rule 2111) 
 Firms must document recommendations involving complex securities or strategies (FINRA Notice 

12-25) 


